THE FUTURE OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION†

Elise C. Boddie∗

It is hard to remember a time in recent memory when the problems of racial injustice have been more visible and the need to promote opportunities for people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds has seemed more urgent. The very rawness and extent of these injustices are too disturbing to bear: videos of police killing unarmed African Americans; reports by the Department of Justice documenting law enforcement’s excessive force against, and harassment of, African Americans in Baltimore and Ferguson; xenophobic targeting of American Muslims and Mexican Americans by a presidential candidate; judicial findings of overt minority voter suppression — to say nothing of systemic problems like disproportionately high unemployment and
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school and housing segregation that have long drained opportunities from communities of color. The list goes on and on.

Given this persistent racism, we should put an end to the fiction fostered by the Supreme Court for the last several decades that colorblindness is an appropriate response to our racial problems. Along with a growing body of evidence about the pervasiveness and impact of implicit bias, these events counsel instead that we focus on building a society that is more open, inclusive, and welcoming of racial and ethnic differences. That project requires a measure of intentionality that only affirmative action can deliver.

Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin (Fisher II) is cause for celebration because it reinforces the legitimacy of the diversity rationale for affirmative action in higher education and, therefore, underscores a principle of racial inclusion that has otherwise been absent from the Court’s equal protection doctrine. In this respect, Fisher II matters...

---
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because of what it was not: a loss that closed yet another door to opportunity for people of color.

Professor Kimberly Jenkins Robinson’s Comment portrays Fisher II differently. She argues that the decision imposes a “demanding evidentiary burden” on universities that practice race-conscious admissions and, therefore, runs the risk of chilling affirmative action. More specifically, she contends that the Court in Fisher I and Fisher II tightened Grutter v. Bollinger’s narrow-tailoring standard.

It is not clear, however, that the standard articulated in Fisher I, as applied in Fisher II, is meaningfully different from that in Grutter. Rather, what the Court objected to in Fisher I was the Fifth Circuit panel’s misinterpretation of language in Grutter that “the narrow-tailoring inquiry . . . must be calibrated to fit the distinct issues raised by the use of race to achieve student body diversity in public higher...


See Kimberly Jenkins Robinson, The Supreme Court, 2015 Term — Comment: Fisher’s Cautious Tale and the Urgent Need for Equal Access to an Excellent Education, 130 HARV. L. REV. 185, 188 (2016) (“Fisher II offers some assistance to institutions that want to employ affirmative action, but also provides a cautionary tale about the demanding evidentiary burden that [they] must carry to prevail.”); id. at 189 (“Fisher II may benefit universities that seek to consider an applicant’s race among many factors to assemble a diverse class. . . . [A]t the same time, Fisher II may make it harder for universities that do so to withstand the Court’s demanding evidentiary burden.”).

See id. at 204 (“Fisher II’s insistence on such thorough data and research on these issues may chill the use of affirmative action on campuses that want to avoid the risks of litigation or the costs of preparing a potential defense.”).

Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin (Fisher I), 133 S. Ct. 2411 (2013).


See Robinson, supra note 15, at 200 (“The Court in Fisher I moved away from [Grutter’s] deferential approach, and in Fisher II applied a more demanding evidentiary analysis than that of Grutter.”).

Compare Grutter, 539 U.S. at 339 (“Narrow tailoring does not require exhaustion of every conceivable race-neutral alternative. Nor does it require a university to choose between maintaining a reputation for excellence or fulfilling a commitment to provide educational opportunities to members of all racial groups. Narrow tailoring does, however, require serious, good faith consideration of workable race-neutral alternatives that will achieve the diversity the university seeks.” (citations omitted)), with Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. 2198, 2208 (2016) (“Though [n]arrow tailoring does not require exhaustion of every conceivable race-neutral alternative’ or ‘require a university to choose between maintaining a reputation for excellence [and] fulfilling a commitment to provide educational opportunities to members of all racial groups,’ it does impose ‘on the university the ultimate burden of demonstrating’ that ‘race-neutral alternatives’ that are both ‘available’ and ‘workable’ ‘do not suffice.’” (alterations in original) (first and second quoting Grutter, 539 U.S. at 339, and then quoting Fisher I, 133 S. Ct. at 2420). At most, the Court in Fisher II clarified that the “serious, good faith consideration” requirement from Grutter meant that a university must “demonstrate[ ] the insufficiency of race-neutral alternatives.
A more plausible reading of the *Grutter* language is that the Court intended the narrow-tailoring inquiry to accommodate the unique educational benefits that accompany diversity-focused admissions policies in higher education. The *Grutter* opinion took pains to distinguish its diversity analysis — which focuses on ensuring consideration of all “pertinent elements of diversity in light of the particular qualifications of each applicant” — from its other (nondiversity-based) affirmative action jurisprudence where such concerns do not figure into the Court’s equal protection standard. Understood in this way, *Fisher I* did not impose a more burdensome narrow-tailoring standard than

---

21 *Grutter*, 539 U.S. at 333–34.
22 See *Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin*, 631 F.3d 213, 232 (5th Cir. 2011) (“[T]he narrow-tailoring inquiry — like the compelling-interest inquiry — is undertaken with a degree of deference to the University’s constitutionally protected, presumably expert academic judgment.”), rev’d, *Fisher I*, 133 S. Ct. 2411; see also id. at 233 (“*Grutter* teaches that so long as a university considers race in a holistic and individualized manner, and not as part of a quota or fixed-point system, courts must afford a measure of deference to the university’s good faith determination that certain race-conscious measures are necessary to achieve the educational benefits of diversity, including attaining critical mass in minority enrollment.”).

    Since *Bakke*, we have had no occasion to define the contours of the narrow-tailoring inquiry with respect to race-conscious university admissions programs. That inquiry must be calibrated to fit the distinct issues raised by the use of race to achieve student body diversity in public higher education. Contrary to Justice Kennedy’s assertions, we do not “abandon strict scrutiny.” Rather, as we have already explained, we adhere to *Adarand*’s teaching that the very purpose of strict scrutiny is to take such “relevant differences into account.” To be narrowly tailored, a race-conscious admissions program cannot use a quota system — it cannot “insulate each category of applicants with certain desired qualifications from competition with all other applicants.” Instead, a university may consider race or ethnicity only as a “‘plus’ in a particular applicant’s file,” without “insulating the individual from comparison with all other candidates for the available seats.” In other words, an admissions program must be “flexible enough to consider all pertinent elements of diversity in light of the particular qualifications of each applicant, and to place them on the same footing for consideration, although not necessarily according them the same weight.”

    We find that the Law School’s admissions program bears the hallmarks of a narrowly tailored plan. As Justice Powell made clear in *Bakke*, truly individualized consideration demands that race be used in a flexible, nonmechanical way. It follows from this mandate that universities cannot establish quotas for members of certain racial groups or put members of those groups on separate admissions tracks. Nor can universities insulate applicants who belong to certain racial or ethnic groups from the competition for admission. Universities can, however, consider race or ethnicity more flexibly as a “plus” factor in the context of individualized consideration of each and every applicant.

*Id.* at 333–34 (alterations in original) (citations omitted) (first quoting *id.* at 394 (Kennedy, J., dissenting), second quoting *Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena*, 515 U.S. 200, 228 (1995), third quoting *Bakke*, 438 U.S. at 315 (opinion of Powell, J.), and then quoting *Bakke*, 438 U.S. at 317).
Grutter but merely clarified that narrow tailoring was not less burdensome than what Grutter intended.24

Other aspects of the Fisher II opinion also cast some doubt on the notion that the Court has imposed a more demanding burden of proof.25 Indeed, the decision recognizes that some evidentiary uncertainty inheres in the educational nature of the diversity rationale. As Justice Kennedy observed, “[a] university is in large part defined by those intangible ‘qualities which are incapable of objective measurement but which make for greatness,’”26 meaning that the benefits of inclusion cannot necessarily be captured with quantitative precision.27 Of course, we can reasonably assume that future higher education cases might lead courts to compare the evidentiary record of defending institutions with that compiled by the University of Texas. And, from this perspective, Fisher II provides welcome guidance about the kinds of evidence that similarly situated universities might offer to justify their policies.28 However, this does not mean that the Court has in

24 See Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2208 (“Fisher I clarified that no deference is owed when determining whether the use of race is narrowly tailored to achieve the university’s permissible goals.”). Robinson asserts that Fisher I “raised the evidentiary bar on the consideration of race-neutral alternatives” because it “held that a ‘court must ultimately be satisfied that no workable race-neutral alternatives would produce the educational benefits of diversity.’” Robinson, supra note 15, at 200–01 (quoting Fisher I, 133 S. Ct. at 2420). Robinson’s claim might be read to suggest that a university must exhaust consideration of race-neutral policies to show that no “workable” and “available” race-neutral alternatives actually exist. Fisher II, however, emphasized that although a university bears “‘the ultimate burden of demonstrating’ that ‘race-neutral alternatives’ that are both ‘available’ and ‘workable’ ‘do not suffice,’” Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2208 (quoting Fisher I, 133 S. Ct. at 2420), it need not “exhaust[] . . . every conceivable race-neutral alternative,” id. (quoting Grutter, 539 U.S. at 339). The Court stated that a university can satisfy its burden by showing that a given race-neutral alternative “would not promote its interest in the educational benefits of diversity ‘about as well and at tolerable administrative expense,’” id. (quoting Fisher I, 133 S. Ct. at 2420), because such an alternative would “require a university to choose between maintaining a reputation for excellence [and] fulfilling a commitment to provide educational opportunities to members of all racial groups,” id. (quoting Grutter, 539 U.S. at 339); cf. id. at 2212–13 (rejecting the petitioner’s argument that race-neutral alternatives existed because “none of her proposed alternatives was a workable means for the University to attain the benefits of diversity it sought,” id. at 2212). Thus, while the university bears the burden of showing why a given alternative would not allow it to meet its educational objectives, the Court’s willingness to factor in a university’s reputational interests and broad commitment to providing educational opportunities appears to set a soft baseline for meeting this requirement.

25 See Robinson, supra note 15, at 198 (“Fisher II increased the evidentiary burdens for universities and colleges to prove the interrelated requirements that the consideration of race is necessary and that they faithfully assessed workable race-neutral alternatives beyond the standard required in Grutter.”).

26 Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2214 (quoting Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629, 634 (1950)).

27 Cf. Grutter, 539 U.S. at 328 (“Our scrutiny of the interest asserted by the Law School is no less strict for taking into account complex educational judgments in an area that lies primarily within the expertise of the university.”).

28 See Robinson, supra note 15, at 197 (“Most importantly, Fisher II provides much-needed guidance on the types of evidence that colleges and universities will need to present in court to
fact heightened the evidentiary standard beyond what *Grutter* required, as Robinson contends.29

Robinson also cautions that we should be wary of *Fisher II* because Justice O’Connor’s 2003 *Grutter* opinion sets an expiration date for affirmative action. Robinson points to Justice O’Connor’s declaration that the Court “expect[s]” explicit uses of race to “no longer be necessary” in twenty-five years,30 which, if taken literally, would mean that affirmative action would end in 2028.31

But Justice O’Connor’s statement suggests goals that are more aspirational than mandatory.32 Her statement begins with the observation that “the number of minority applicants with high grades and test scores increased” in the twenty-five years between *Grutter* and *Regents of the University of California v. Bakke,*33 where the diversity rationale first surfaced.34 Justice O’Connor’s twenty-five-year declaration likely reflects her assumption that such progress would continue through the next quarter century, obviating the need for race-specific measures to enhance minority representation in higher education.35 As recent history illustrates, however, we are nowhere close to the kind of sustained improvement in opportunities for people of color that would just-

survive a constitutional challenge given the minimal guidance in *Grutter.* . . . *Fisher II* offers an instructive roadmap for university officials.”

29 *Cf.* id. at 198 (“Despite [*Fisher II’s*] potential benefits, however, [it] also erected new hurdles.”).

30 *Grutter*, 539 U.S. at 343 (“It has been 25 years since Justice Powell first approved the use of race to further an interest in student body diversity in the context of public higher education. Since that time, the number of minority applicants with high grades and test scores has indeed increased. We expect that 25 years from now, the use of racial preferences will no longer be necessary to further the interest approved today.” (citation omitted)).

31 See Robinson, supra note 15, at 186 (“The Court in *Grutter v. Bollinger* stated that affirmative action to ensure diversity’s educational benefits must eventually come to an end and suggested that that end point would be twenty-five years after *Grutter*.”). *But see id.* at 196 (“*Fisher II* did not mention the need for a termination point for affirmative action.”). At times Robinson appears to equivocate on the anticipated timeline for affirmative action. *See, e.g., id.* at 196 (“The Court’s silence in *Fisher II* about any durational limits on affirmative action, rather than reaffirming the importance of a termination point or *Grutter’s* 2028 endpoint, may allow institutions to employ affirmative action beyond the 2028 deadline as long as they are engaging in periodic review.”).

32 *See Parents Involved in Cnty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 731 (2007)* (“The Ninth Circuit below stated that it ‘share[d] in the hope’ expressed in *Grutter* that in 25 years racial preferences would no longer be necessary to further the interest identified in that case.” (alteration in original) (quoting Parents Involved in Cnty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 426 F.3d 1162, 1192 (9th Cir. 2005), rev’d on other grounds, 551 U.S. 701)); *see also Vinay Harpalani, Narrowly Tailored but Broadly Compelling: Defending Race-Conscious Admissions After Fisher, 45 SETON HALL L. REV. 761, 775–76 (2015)* (observing that, unlike remedial rationales, “diversity is ageless in its reach into the future,” id. at 776).


34 *Grutter*, 539 U.S. at 343.
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tify Justice O’Connor’s optimism. The Court’s recognition of this hard reality may explain why Fisher II nowhere mentions Justice O’Connor’s hope for permanently sunsetting affirmative action.

It is worth emphasizing that Fisher II embraces Grutter’s central conclusion about the social benefits of diversity. As Robinson notes, the decision approvingly cites the University of Texas’s goals of reducing stereotypes, promoting cross-racial understanding, preparing the student body for diversity in the workplace and the rest of society, and cultivating leaders who have “legitimacy in the eyes of the citizenry” because of their diverse backgrounds. Thus, as in Grutter, Fisher II acknowledges that the benefits of diversity not only inure to students in institutions of higher education but also accrue more broadly to the workforce and to society as a whole.

We should pause on the potential significance of this acknowledgment. Like Grutter, Fisher II recognizes that universities do not operate in isolation from other social institutions. The recognition that diversity can deepen our connections across different settings suggests that the diversity rationale should be extended beyond higher education. If preparing students to engage in an increasingly diverse society justifies the narrow consideration of race in college admissions, why not allow similar affirmative action policies in the workforce and K-
education, for example? The nature of the diversity rationale — that our interactions provide opportunities to help us understand one another better — should justify its constitutional legitimacy not only in colleges and universities but also across the institutional spectrum.

Of course, the Court has yet to uphold diversity policies outside higher education. And, as the majority opinion notes, Fisher II’s somewhat unique facts may limit its future application. But some optimism may be justified if we interpret Fisher II to shift equal protection’s focus from eliminating affirmative action itself, as the Court’s pre-Grutter cases suggest, to ensuring the accountability of institutions that practice it. As Fisher II counsels, institutions that rely on race-conscious measures must articulate their institutional goals for diversity in “sufficiently measurable” terms, thoughtfully demonstrate why race-neutral alternatives do not suffice for meeting those goals, and ensure meaningful and ongoing deliberation about the continued necessity of using race. That burden is not light — it requires particular care when adopting and implementing race-conscious policies — as Grutter’s original “serious, good faith consideration” standard might indicate. But this rigor does not mean the death knell for affirmative action, as Robinson suggests, so long as institutions invest

44 See, e.g., Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 313 n.48 (1978) (opinion of Powell, J.) (“[I]nformal ‘learning through diversity’ [can occur through] the unplanned, casual encounters with roommates, fellow sufferers in an organic chemistry class, student workers in the library, teammates on a basketball squad, or other participants in class affairs or student government [and] can be subtle and yet powerful sources of improved understanding and personal growth.” (quoting William G. Bowen, Admissions and the Relevance of Race, PRINCETON ALUMNI WKLY., Sept. 26, 1977, at 9)).

45 Cf. Grutter, 539 U.S. at 331–32 (“[E]nsuring that public institutions are open and available to all segments of American society, including people of all races and ethnicities, represents a paramount government objective.” (quoting Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 16, Grutter, 539 U.S. 306 (No. 02-241))).


47 Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2208 (describing admissions program as “sui generis”); id. at 2209 (“The fact that this case has been litigated on a somewhat artificial basis . . . may limit its value for prospective guidance.”)

48 See supra note 14 (listing cases).

49 Fisher II, 136 S. Ct. at 2211.

50 Id. at 2208.

51 Id. at 2210 (“Through regular evaluation of data and consideration of student experience, the University must tailor its approach in light of changing circumstances, ensuring that race plays no greater role than is necessary to meet its compelling interest.”); id. at 2214–15 (“The University must continue to use this data to scrutinize the fairness of its admissions program; to assess whether changing demographics have undermined the need for a race-conscious policy; and to identify the effects, both positive and negative, of the affirmative-action measures it deems necessary.”).

52 Grutter, 539 U.S. at 339.
in the proper procedural safeguards to facilitate judicial scrutiny of race-conscious policies.\textsuperscript{53}

Indeed, \textit{Fisher II} may give institutions that provide the same kinds of institutional safeguards some constitutional safe harbor to pursue race-conscious diversity policies beyond the context of higher education.\textsuperscript{54} Justice Kennedy’s concurrence in \textit{Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1}\textsuperscript{55} hints at this possibility for K-12 education. Justice Kennedy joined in the Court’s opinion that the Seattle and Jefferson County school districts’ blunt racial classifications were neither properly conceptualized nor narrowly tailored.\textsuperscript{56} A significant problem for Justice Kennedy was that it was difficult to understand precisely why and how the school districts were considering race.\textsuperscript{57}

Justice Kennedy departed, however, from the plurality’s suggestion that diversity itself was not a constitutionally legitimate interest in K-12 education.\textsuperscript{58} He asserted that promoting diversity and redressing racial isolation can be permissible objectives,\textsuperscript{59} but that the school districts had fallen short because they did not clearly articulate their educational goals or their means for accomplishing them.\textsuperscript{60} While indicat-

\textsuperscript{53} See \textit{Fisher II}, 136 S. Ct. at 2211 (stating that the institutions’ goals should be “sufficiently measurable to permit judicial scrutiny of the policies adopted to reach them” by providing “a ‘reasoned, principled explanation’ for [their] decision[s]” (quoting \textit{Fisher I}, 133 S. Ct. at 2419)).


\textsuperscript{55} 551 U.S. 701.

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.} at 735 (“Classifying and assigning schoolchildren according to a binary conception of race is an extreme approach in light of our precedents and our Nation’s history of using race in public schools, and requires more than such an amorphous end to justify it.”).

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{See id.} at 784–85 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (“Jefferson County in its briefing has explained how and when it employs [racial] classifications only in terms so broad and imprecise that they cannot withstand strict scrutiny.”); \textit{cf. Grutter}, 539 U.S. at 327–28 (“Before this Court, as they have throughout this litigation, respondents assert only one justification for their use of race in the admissions process: obtaining ‘the educational benefits that flow from a diverse student body.’” (quoting \textit{Brief for Respondents at i}, \textit{Grutter}, 539 U.S. 306 (No. 02-241))).

\textsuperscript{58} \textit{Parents Involved}, 551 U.S. at 782 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (“The Nation’s schools strive to teach that our strength comes from people of different races, creeds, and cultures uniting in commitment to the freedom of all. In these cases two school districts in different parts of the country seek to teach that principle by having classrooms that reflect the racial makeup of the surrounding community. That the school districts consider these plans to be necessary should remind us our highest aspirations are yet unfulfilled.”); \textit{see also id.} at 782–83 (expressing agreement with the Court’s judgment but noting that “[h]is views do not allow [him] to join the balance of the [plurality’s] opinion . . . , which seems . . . inconsistent in both its approach and its implications with the history, meaning, and reach of the Equal Protection Clause”).

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} at 788-89.

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 784 (“The government bears the burden of justifying its use of individual racial classifications. As part of that burden it must establish, in detail, how decisions based on an individual student’s race are made in a challenged governmental program.”).
ing his continuing wariness of racial classifications. Justice Kennedy’s concurrence suggests that appropriately calibrated policies that advance clear diversity goals may yet satisfy strict scrutiny in other contexts, if institutions are willing to do some homework on the front end. As a reliable indicator of the Court’s center-right race jurisprudence, Justice Kennedy’s Parents Involved concurrence hardly signals the end of diversity-based affirmative action, particularly when we pair it with his majority opinion in Fisher II.

All that said, it is hard to ignore that the Court decided Fisher II against the backdrop of deep racial unrest, spurred by long-simmering frustrations over police brutality and the multiple failures of our institutions to address pervasive inequality, including concentrated, racialized poverty. The irony of Fisher II’s win for diversity-based affirmative action, therefore, is that it points to a broader problem, typically lost in the public conversation about race, that the Court over the last several decades has consistently blocked more robust race-conscious policies that could have helped match the expanse and intensity of our dynamic racial problems.

Eliminating entrenched racial disadvantage admittedly requires a different kind of affirmative action than diversity policies can deliver. A more vigorous form of affirmative action — effectively disallowed by the Court since Bakke — would promote opportunity for African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and other racially marginalized groups through more race-targeted means. The road to the kind of doctrinal change that would allow such policies is surely long, but Fisher II may hold clues for pushing equal protection in that direction.

61 Id. at 790 (“And individual racial classifications employed in this manner may be considered legitimate only if they are a last resort to achieve a compelling interest.”).
62 Id. at 783 (“Diversity, depending on its meaning and definition, is a compelling educational goal a school district may pursue.”).
63 In Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action, Integration and Immigrant Rights and Fight for Equality by Any Means Necessary (BAMN), 134 S. Ct. 1623 (2014), the Court voted to uphold a state constitutional amendment banning affirmative action, but this was enacted by voter referendum and is distinguishable from affirmative action policies that are voluntarily adopted by public institutions.
64 See generally Elise C. Boddie, Adaptive Discrimination, 94 N.C. L. REV. 1235 (2016) (discussing persistence of racial inequality over time).
67 See Sugrue, supra note 6, at 39–41 (“Diversity is necessary but far from sufficient to ensure a more just and equal society.” Id. at 40.).
68 Cf. Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 797 (2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment) (“The idea that if race is the problem, race is the instrument with which to solve it cannot be accepted as an analytical leap forward.”).
If what really matters is the kind of institutional transparency that guarantees meaningful judicial review (and likely also public accountability), then why not allow racial considerations for the purpose of redressing racial disadvantage?

As in Grutter, such a shift would necessarily require the Court to recognize a new brand of compelling interest: promoting the inclusion of racial groups that historically have been abandoned at the margins of society. With some significant social pressure, perhaps from Black Lives Matter and other quarters, the Court may well be persuaded that the country would be best served by a more inclusionary focus than the diversity rationale alone can accommodate.

This leads me to what I take to be the central point of Robinson’s Comment — that we should foster a more intentional focus on remediying educational disadvantage.69 She is right to direct our attention — not only in this Comment, but in her larger body of work — to the searing racial inequality in our nation’s public schools.70 Her scholarship justly calls attention to federal constitutional barriers, like San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez,71 that disable cities and towns from securing the necessary resources for chronically underfunded schools.72 The key lesson is that equal protection has precluded the very kinds of measures that would most meaningfully advance educational opportunity for students of color while at the same time limiting the kinds of affirmative action that would compensate for significant deficiencies in public education.

I agree with Robinson, therefore, that we should focus particular attention on educationally underserved populations, including African Americans and Latinos who are uniquely burdened by the disadvantages that accompany concentrated poverty.73 But I am skeptical that we can get there through means that are strictly race-neutral, as Robinson suggests.74 The extent of the problem is so deep and so pervasive that it calls for more targeted uses of race.

Effectuating the doctrinal shift that would allow such racially specific policies, however, would require the Court to confront the assumption, now deeply embedded in equal protection, that advancing

---

69 Robinson, supra note 15, at 188 (“[M]uch greater care and attention must be paid to the educational opportunity gaps and resulting achievement gaps that prompt many colleges and universities to rely on affirmative action.”).

70 See, e.g., Kimberly Jenkins Robinson, Resurrecting the Promise of Brown: Understanding and Remediying How the Supreme Court Reconstitutionalized Segregated Schools, 88 N.C. L. REV. 787 (2010).


72 See Robinson, supra note 15, at 230.

73 See Sugrue, supra note 6, at 63–65 (discussing poverty).

74 See Robinson, supra note 15, at 188 (recommending “that universities consider ‘educational disadvantage’ as a race-neutral alternative in admissions”).
racial equality can come only at the expense of anxious and resentful whites. Justice Powell argued fairly explicitly in *Bakke* that broadening affirmative action would be racially divisive because it would cost whites, as a group, access and power. His influential opinion concluded that strict scrutiny should apply even to racially benign government programs, such as affirmative action, and that redressing "societal discrimination" was not a sufficiently compelling interest to justify particularized uses of race. In place of race-specific policies that targeted people of color, Justice Powell opted for a different path that gave birth to the modern diversity rationale that was affirmed by the Court in *Grutter*. His opinion also laid the foundation for later equal protection decisions invalidating racial classifications designed to achieve racial diversity and to avoid racial isolation and promote equitable access to public schools; to provide jobs for people of color in contracting at the state and local levels; and to increase opportunities for racial minorities to elect candidates of their choice through majority-minority voting districts.

In order to reshape equal protection to allow more robust affirmative action, the Court and the public itself must see that the fate of our increasingly diverse country is tied in significant part to the fate of people of color. As recent events make clear, racial inclusion, whether under the auspices of diversity or other race-conscious policies, ben-

---


77 *Bakke*, 438 U.S. at 310.

78 See *Grutter v. Bollinger*, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003) ("[T]he Equal Protection Clause does not prohibit the Law School’s narrowly tailored use of race in admissions decisions to further a compelling interest in obtaining the educational benefits that flow from a diverse study body."). The Court also recognized the benefits of diversity, though in different terms, in *Sweatt v. Painter*.

The law school, the proving ground for legal learning and practice, cannot be effective in isolation from the individuals and institutions with which the law interacts. Few students and no one who has practiced law would choose to study in an academic vacuum, removed from the interplay of ideas and the exchange of views with which the law is concerned.


82 See William H. Frey, *The “Diversity Explosion” Is America’s Twenty-First-Century Baby Boom, in OUR COMPELLING INTERESTS, supra note 6, at 16, 16–35 (describing significant increase in populations of color and arguing that “demography is destiny,” id. at 28).
efits the country and whites as a whole; only by bringing all racial
groups into the social, economic, and political fold can the country
hope to move forward. Affirmative action, in other words, is not
counter to the interests of whites, as the Court has long assumed. Rath-
er, it aligns with their interests directly.83

This takes me back to where this Response began, which is about
how we align equal protection with the hard realities of entrenched ra-
cial inequality. As people of color become a majority of the popula-
tion, it may become more self-evident to the Court that their future is
this country’s future. Fisher II may be a small, but meaningful, step
in that direction.

83 See Lewis & Cantor, supra note 36, at 6 (posing the question: “Is the perceived legitimacy of
American institutions — from those that educate to those that adjudicate, from those that pro-
mulgate free expression to those that safeguard our security — at risk when so many are left be-
hind in the ‘land of opportunity’?”).